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**Research Project Description:**

**Brief Overview:** This discovery pathway offers the rising second-year medical student with an opportunity to assist in simulation exercises that enhance patient safety and communication within the clinical system. We hold annual patient safety training for all residents and fellows to develop communication skills within our simulation center. Scholarship opportunities include the development of newly recorded simulation training exercises, analysis of previously recorded exercises, and application of clinical knowledge within the context of simulation for the purposes of enhancing the delivery of safe patient care.

**Hypothesis:** We hypothesize that the use of simulation in multiple modalities is a valuable tool to enhance non-technical skills of clinicians working in interprofessional teams.

**Methods:** To assess this, we use in-situ and high fidelity simulation training to replicate clinical scenarios in which residents are asked to evaluate patients while addressing specific objectives related to communication skills and patient safety in interprofessional teams. Some video-recording of clinical scenarios is used to analyze and debrief while providing scholarly discussion about patient safety and simulation. Most simulations occur during protected academic time for the residents. Development of objective structured clinical examinations is also a work in progress.

**Role of Medical Student:** The medical student may be involved by assisting in the training objectives for these scenario, to analyze recorded simulation, and to further their knowledge for the duration of the project of effective communication skills that will be used throughout their professional careers. The student will also work closely with the Assistant Dean of Simulation Education to develop skills during this opportunity.

**Funding/Relevant Publications:** Funding is currently provided through the Department of Surgery, Office of Educational Affairs and Center for Simulation Education, Safety, and Research.


